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ABSTRACT such a system is the coding engine that compresses the multi-
Compared to traditional mono-viewsystems,stereooview video data into a rate-distortion efficient and content-Compared to traditional mono-view systems, stereo or in gen-

eral multi-view systems provide interesting additional infor- aware representation.
mation about a captured scene, which can significantly fa- In this paper, we propose an efficient, flexible and content-
cilitate content extraction. This property makes them very aware coding framework for a multi-view video system. This
useful for many emerging applications, such as 3D TV and framework consists of a central processor and a key cam-
video surveillance. However, the use of such systems has era, completed with a flexible number of smart Wyner-Ziv
been limited so far because of the processing time and band- (WZ) cameras that provide a content-aware video represen-
width requirements for multi-view data. These major draw- tation of their viewpoint. In order to obtain a flexible and
backs can only be relieved by the development of dedicated energy-efficient system, the video signals of the key and WZ
algorithms. In this paper, we present an efficient, flexible and cameras are encoded independently of each other. High cod-
content-aware coding method for a multi-view video system. ing efficiency is achieved by applying Distributed Video (DV)
The framework consists of a central processor and camera, coding principles.
completed by a flexible number of smart Wyner-Ziv cameras. Content-awareness is a first objective of our system. It is
The latter ones provide a content-aware representation of their an important issue, since in applications such as surveillance,
viewpoint, thus greatly reducing the amount of data to be not the quality of the whole video is important but especially
sent to the central processor. By employing Distributed Video the quality of specific regions in the frames. In this work, we
(DV) coding, i.e. joint decoding of the independently encoded assume that the parts of the frames that correspond to objects
frames of the different cameras, we achieve good coding effi- in motion contain more critical information than the still re-
ciency without inter-camera communication. gions. In the following, the set of pixels in a frame that move

Index Terms- Distributed video coding, Wyner-Ziv with respect to the background will be called the Region Of
coding, multi-view, stereo, content-aware, region of interest. Interest (ROI) of the frame. Then, the coding algorithms used

should guarantee that the quality of the ROI is higher than the
quality of the remaining parts. In this paper, the WZ cam-

1. INTRODUCTION eras achieve this goal by successive extraction and distributed

Multi-view video systems have recently become very popular, coding of the ROI.

since they provide interesting additional information about In distributed coding, correlated sources are encoded in-
the captured scene, compared to the traditional mono-view dependently and decoded jointly. In [2] and [3] it is shown

systems. For instance, the multi-view setup can facilitate that with this approach similar coding efficiency can be
the extraction of 3D information and the interpretation of the achieved as in the conventional case where sources are jointly
scene, which can be useful for many emerging applications, encoded and decoded, e.g. [4]. This efficiency cannot be
e.g. surveillance, 3D TV or virtual reality. However, the main reached by stereo or multi-view systems in which the signals
drawback of these systems is that the total amount of video of the different cameras are encoded and decoded indepen-
data increases drastically and hence, the high processing and dently of each other. As opposed to a set-up where stereo
bandwidth requirements for multi-view data exceed the capa- video streams are jointly encoded using traditional coding

bilities of.most.current systems [1]. A critical component of schemes, the system we propose does not require commu-
_____________________ ~~~~~nication between the cameras. Indeed, only during the joint
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DV coding to the low-complexity encoding of 2D video has
been thoroughly investigated in, amongst others, [5-8]. Un-

Central

like conventional video coding, low-complexity encoding is
achieved by intra-frame encoding and inter-frame decoding. Key c decoding
As the DV decoders (and not the encoders) perform motion
estimation and motion compensated interpolation, most of the
computational burden is moved from the encoder to the de- 3D scene
coder. Several extensions of these 2D DV coding schemes for Fig. 1. General framework of the proposed multi-view video
the coding of multi-view video have been developed [9-11]. coding system
However, the use of DV coding in a smart camera, content- . .

e

aware, flexible, multi-view environment has to the best of lw-complexitWZentcorrelatione-
the authors' knowledge not been investigated yet. A higher the content-awareness of the smart WZ cameras allows us tocoding efficiency for the ROI is achieved than in our previ- aheve
ous work, the non-content-aware multi-view coding system

achieve higher coding efficiency for the ROIs than in our pre-

of w ntte vious work [11].
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In In the following two subsections we will explain the main

components of the described system in more detail. In Sec-Section 2, we introduce in general terms the structure of our tion enwl owthe sm WZ encoderare.builteup
proposed multi-view coding framework. Subsequently, we ion 2.1 we will show how the smartWZ encoders are built up

study in more detail the two main components of this frame- and we will expl ot h the sequences anis
work, i.e., the smart WZ encoders (in Section 2.1) and the
central decoding unit (in Section 2.2). In Section 3, we parity between the sequences are estimated and exploited.
present the experimental coding efficiency results of the pro-
posed framework and assess the gain in rate-distortion perfor- 2.1. Smart Wyner-Ziv encoders
mance due to content-awareness. Finally, the conclusions are The smart WZ coding scheme provides a content-aware, dis-
presented in Section 4. tributed and efficient representation of the WZ frames. To this

aim, the encoding process of a frame consists of 2 main parts:
2. THE PROPOSED FRAMEWORK the ROI extraction and the WZ coding of the extracted ROI.

The total computational burden of the encoding process is low
The main idea of this paper is to develop a flexible, content- since no motion estimation is performed between consecutive
aware and efficient multi-view video coding system. To this frames and since only the ROI of the frame is considered (the
aim we propose a general framework that consists of 3 ma- remaining part of the frame is generated at the central de-
jor parts: a central camera (later referred to as key cam- coder without information from the WZ cameras, as will be
era), smart Wyner-Ziv (WZ) cameras and a central decod- explained in Section 2.2.2). A block diagram of the smart WZ
ing unit (see Figure 1). The key camera encodes the video encoder is depicted in Figure 2.
data with a conventional block-based inter-frame coding tech-
nique, e.g. H.264/AVC. This central camera is completed with 2.1. 1. Extraction of the ROI
the smart WZ cameras to form a multi-view system. These
cameras are low-complexity encoders since no motion esti- The Region of Interest (ROI) is the significant part of the
mation is performed between the different frames (instead this frame. For instance, this ROI could be a moving object or
computational burden is moved to the central decoding unit, even multiple moving objects. In this work, the background
see Section 2.2). For each frame, the ROI is detected and ac- of the captured scene, i.e., those objects that remain still
cordingly a content-aware and efficient representation of the along the video sequence, is assumed to be static. This back-
scene is transmitted to the central processor. In the following, ground is acquired by a background extraction initialization
the frames coming from the key camera will be called key step. Equivalently, the background could be obtained by a
frames and the frames from the WZ cameras will be called more powerful and flexible background extraction algorithm,
WZ frames. thus allowing for changes in the background. We leave this

Notice that in order to obtain a flexible system, no com- for future work. Then, for each frame the ROI extraction is
munication between the cameras is assumed, so each of the a low-complexity algorithm that is based on the idea that the
cameras (both key and WZ) encodes its video signal indepen- ROI of the frame differs from the background [12]. Hence, in
dently of the other cameras. To still achieve a high coding order to obtain the ROI, first the difference between the frame
efficiency, we rely on the above-described distributed cod- to be encoded and the background is taken. Subsequently,
ing principles, i.e. we decode all the signals jointly in a cen- the obtained difference image is processed as follows. First,
tral decoding unit. In this central decoding unit, we exploit a binary image is created by thresholding the difference be-
the temporal correlation within the video streams from the tween the considered frame and the background. The optimal
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threshold value t1 is empirically determined. Then, we apply mented with efficient channel codes that yield the parity bits
the morphological additive operators 'opening' and 'closing'. of the bit planes bi+j,k, which are transmitted. The number of
The 'opening' operator (with a square structuring element) parity bits is determined by rate allocation through a feedback
is used to remove isolated noisy pixels that erroneously take channel (see [8] for more details). Notice that the described
part in the ROI. Indeed, the result of the opening operation DV coding operations are computationally very light.
is an elimination of details smaller than the structuring el-
ement. On the other hand, the 'closing' filter (also with a
square structuring element) joins the ROI to a more coherent 2.2 Central decoding unt
unit. The optimum size of the structuring element depends on The DV decoding unit described in this section is similar to
the type of video sequence and will be specified in Section 3. the one from [11], the main difference being that the WZ P-
After these steps, we know for each pixel whether it belongs frames decoder operates on ROIs instead of on entire frames.
to the ROI or not. However, for the encoding, we prefer a Consequently, the central decoding unit reconstructs the WZ
ROI that is made up of blocks (of block size L x L) instead of frames in two stages. First, the ROI is obtained from the trans-
pixels. To this end, we use a decimate-filter (with decimating mitted WZ parity bits together with the ROI side informa-
factor L), which determines for each block of L x L pixels a tion generated at the central decoding unit (see Section 2.2.1).
single value that reflects the number of pixels belonging to the Secondly, the parts of the WZ frame that do not belong to
ROI. Previously to this filter a low-pass filter is used to avoid the ROI (and which in this work are assumed to be unimpor-
aliasing. The obtained decimated image is thresholded (with tant) are recovered by an adequate perspective transformation
threshold value t2) to yield a block-based binary mask that from the corresponding pixels of the key camera (see Sec-
shows for each block whether it belongs to the ROI (value 1) tion 2.2.2). In order to accomplish these stages, the central
or not (value 0). decoding unit gathers all the encoded sequences from all the

cameras (the key camera and the WZ cameras). The block

2.1.2. DV coding of the extracted ROI diagram of the central decoding unit is depicted in Figure 3.
The compressed key frames coming from the central cam-

A particular type of DV coding is pixel-domain DV coding era are decompressed in a conventional way, depending on the
with side information. The theoretical basics of coding with chosen inter-frame compression standard, e.g. H264/AVC.
side information are described in [2,3]. Applying these prin- For the other video streams, coming from the smart WZ en-
ciples to the particular case of DV coding of stereo- or multi- coders, we distinguish between the two categories of frames
view sequences, we propose to encode the extracted ROIs of within the GOP of length g: WZ I-frames and WZ P-frames.
the frames of the WZ camera separately, but to decode them The ROIs from the WZ I-frames Wi are decoded using a

with the knowledge of certain side information about them. conventional intra-frame decoder, e.g. JPEG-2000. For the
This ROI side information is essentially an image (of the size WZ P-frames Wi+± j 1, ... , g - 1), ROI side informa-
of the ROI) that is correlated with the original ROI. It is gen- tion needs to be generated for the decoding of the ROI. An
erated at the decoder, since at the decoder information about adequate perspective transformation of the pixels of the key
the motion and the disparity of the sequences is estimated, frame is applied to reconstruct the remaining pixels of the
and this information is used to generate the side information. WZ frame.
In Section 2.2 we will explain in more detail how the ROI side
information is generated. 2.2.1. Decoding of the ROI

The DV coding unit of this system is based on the one de-
veloped in our previous work about multi-view coding [11]. If we consider the GOP with WZ I-frame Wi and GOP size
First, the frames are split up in GOPs (Group Of Pictures) of g, we obtain the ROI side information for each WZ P-frame
g frames. Each first frame of the GOP is aWZ Intra(I)-frame, j= 1, ... , g - 1 (i.e. Si+j, 1, ... , g - 1) through
the other g - 1 frames are the WZ Predicted(P)-frames. The the following 4 steps. The decoding is done sequentially, or in
ROIs of the WZ I-frames Wi are encoded with a conventional other words, for the decoding of frame Wi+j we need the de-
intra-frame encoder, e.g. JPEG-2000. For the WZ P-frames, coded frames Wi+j-,, Ki+j±l and Ki+j. For the decoding
the pixel values of the ROI (and not of the entire frame as of the firstWZ P-frame of the GOP Wi+l, this scheme allows
in [ 11]) of Wi+ (j 1, ... , g - 1) are first quantized with for an obvious initialization from the decodedWZ I-frame Wi
a uniform fixed-rate quantizer Q of 2M levels. Subsequently, and the decoded key frames Ki and Ki+1.
bit planes (BPs) are extracted from the quantization indices
qi±j. Then, the m most significant BPs bi±J,k (1 < k < m, Step 1: Block-based disparity estimation
o < m K M) are independently encoded by a Slepian-Wolf Disparity refers to the difference in image coordinates of ob-
(SW) coder [2]. The transmission and decoding of BPs is jects and regions that are visible in both views of a pair of
done in order of significance (the most significant BPs are stereo sensors (or more general of an array of view-correlated
transmitted and decoded first). The SW coding is imple- sensors). In this step, we estimate the disparity between the
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Fig. 2. Block diagram of the smart Wyner-Ziv encoders.

decoded ROI of the WZ frame Wi+jil and the best cor- 1 L L

responding part in the key frame Ki+j±l (i.e. the decoded L2 Ki+j (ki + 11 +di + 1 k2 + 12 + d2 + Tn2
ROI in the key frame). As explained in Section 2.1.1, the 1 0d2))* (2)
ROI of the WZ frame Wi+j-l consists of blocks of size -Ki±j1(kl+11+dl,k2+12+
L x L. Each block is characterized by its top-left coordinates The parameters that characterize this disparity estimation
(ki, k2). For each block of this ROI, the disparity is charac- technique are the search area S2, S2] X S2, S2] and the
terized by the disparity vector (di(k1, k2), d2(k1, k2)). This block size L x L.
disparity vector is obtained by a block matching algorithm
with as matching criterion the Minimum Mean Square Devi- Step 3: Generating the side information
ation (MMSD). More specifically, for each block of the ROI To obtain the pixel values of the ROI side information Si+j
the disparity vector (di (k1, k2), d2 (k1, k2)) is the (di, d2) C (with size, shape and position equal to the ROI extracted at

[Si, Si] x [-Si, Si] that minimizes encoding) for the decoding of the ROI of frame Wi+j, we
L L rely on the disparity and motion estimation of Step l and

1 E E (Ki+j_1(k1 +11 + d1, k2 + 12 + d2) Step 2. First, we perform motion compensation on the ROI of
1=0 12=0 - 2 Wi+j -1. More specifically, for a block of the ROI of Wi+j-

±Wi+j(ki + I1, k2 + 12)). (1) with top-left coordinates (kl, k2), the pixel values of this
block are copied to a block in the ROI side information Si+j

The parameters that characterize this disparity estimation with top-left coordinates (k1 + ml(k1, k2), k2 +m2(ki, k2)).
technique are the search area [-Si, Si] x [-Si, Si] and the Notice that possibly parts of the copied blocks will fall outside
block size L x L. the ROI of frame Wi+j; these pixels are discarded. Moreover,

due to occlusion, part of the pixels of the side information

Step 2: Block-based motion estimation ROI Si+j remain undetermined after the motion compensa-
tion. For these pixels, we perform disparity compensation onWe assume that the trajectory of the motion in the WZ cam- ^

eras is similar to that of the key cameras, and therefore the Ki+: for a pixel of Si+j with coordinates (Pl, P2) and that is
motion of the ROI of WZ frame Wi+j-l (and from that part of the block with top-left coordinates (ki, k2), we copy
its position in the WZ frame Wi+j) is estimated based on the pixel value on position (P1 + di (k, k2) P2 + d2 (ki k2))

thmtinbewenthyframes a
of key frame Ki+j. The obtained frame Si+j will be the
ROI side information used to conditionally decode the ROI

Ki+j. More concretely, we characterize the motion for of Wj+j.
each block of the ROI of Wi+j-l by the motion vector
(mi (kl, k2), m2(ki, k2)) (with (k1, k2) the top-left coordi- Step 4: Decoding with side information
nates of the considered block) and obtain this vector by ap- From the ROI parity bits sent by the WZ encoder (see Sec-
plying block matching with the MMSD criterion between tion 2.1), the corresponding BP extracted from the
the key frames Ki+j-l and Ki+j on block positions deter- available ROI side information Si+j (as generated in Step 3),
mined by the disparity between the ROI in Wi+j-l and the and the previously decoded BPs bi+j,l (I 1, ... , k - 1),
best corresponding blocks in Ki+±_i. This disparity is char- the SW decoder [2] obtains bi±j,k (with 1 < k K m,
acterized by the disparity vector (di(ki, k2), d2(ki, k2)) as 0 K m < M). Note that bijkcan be considered the result
obtained in Step 1. Then, for each block of the ROI the of transmitting bi±j,k through a noisy virtual channel. The
motion vector (ml (ki, k2), m2(ki, k2)) is the (inl, in2) C SW decoder is a channel decoder that recovers bi±j,k from its
[-52,5S2] x [-52,5S2] that minimizes noisy version bi±jk. Finally, the decoder reconstructs each
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pixel of the ROI of frame Wi+j using the ROI side informa- the transformation parameters, we minimize the sum of the
tion Si+j and the decoded BPs bi+j,k (k = 1, m) through Lorentzian cost function of all pixels using the gradient de-

scent optimization scheme:
(WL: Si+jS(plip2) < WL 1

Wi+j(Pl P2) = Si+j(Pl,P2), WL <_ Si+j(Pl,P2) <_ WR Elgl+2i(all,. ... ,a32)) (5)
{WR( Si+j(p1,P2) > WR i

(3) where ei denotes the error between the WZ view and the
m warped key view at the pixel location i. To handle large

with WJL = 3 bhi+j, (Pi,P2) 28-k and WlJR WUJL +228--1 transformations, we minimize the cost function iteratively in a
k=1 coarse-to-fine multi-resolution framework based on Gaussianand (Pl, P2 ) the pixel position of a pixel of the ROI Wi+j. WL

cas

and (PWRP) therspetixelypitinoeft andpixelborof theR W intL pyramids. In each gradient descent iteration, we resample theand WR are respectively the left and right border of the inter- wape ke vie usn the.bilinear ineplto ehd h
val to which the original pixel Wi+j(Pl,P2) belongs accord-
ing to the decoded bits bi±j,k (Pl P2) (k 1,...in). optimum is reached within 30 iterations per scale.

The transformation parameters describe then the perspec-
2.2.2. Background generation tive transformation of the dominant background plane be-

tween the key and WZ views in 3D-space since all points that
To recover the parts of the WZ frames that fall outside of deviate much from it, i.e. outliers, contribute less to the mini-
the ROI, the key camera view is mapped to the views of the mization of the cost function.
WZ cameras. This method ensures us that no changes in the
background are missed (dynamic background). Ouaret et al. 3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
have used a similar technique in [13] to obtain multi-view
homography-based side information. In our case, however, In this section we will present the performance of the pro-
the mapped view will not be used as side information (indeed, posed content-aware multi-view video system and more
no WZ bits have been sent for these parts of the frames) but specifically the performance of the smart WZ coders. First,
as the background generation of the WZ frames. we will evaluate the rate-distortion performance of these WZ

The mapping of the key camera view to the WZ views is coders, by showing experimental results of the obtained qual-
implemented as a global image transformation, which means ity of the ROIs in function of the bits spent on the WZ
that all corresponding points visible in two camera views are P-frames. We will compare these results with the non-
assumed to be linked by the same transformation. We model content-aware method described in [11], both in terms of rate-
this relationship by a perspective transformation, which is a distortion gain due to content-awareness and in terms of per-
good approximation for most natural scenes. It is only correct formance of the turbo codes. For a comparison that shows
if all points visible in the two views lie within a plane in 3D- how much rate-distortion gain is derived from the joint multi-
space. However, if the observed scene is at a sufficiently large view decoding, we refer to our previous work [11]. Subse-
distance from the cameras, the depth-relief of the background quently, we will evaluate the quality of the background gen-
is very small and all points belonging to the background can eration algorithm.
be considered lying in a plane in 3D-space. For the experiments, we consider the specific case of a

In homogeneous coordinates, this perspective transforma- stereo video system that consists of a central key camera and
tion can be expressed by a 3 x 3 matrix relating the points in one smart WZ camera. For each WZ P-frame, the smart WZ
the key view to the corresponding points in the WZ views: coder first extracts the ROI (see Section 2.1.1). The thresh-

1Xwz all a12 a13 Fley old parameters t1 and t2 of the ROI extraction are set to 15
AXwz Fail a22 a23 Ykey 4 and 20 respectively. The size of the square structuring ele-

IYwzj = a21 a22 a23 YkeyI (4) ments of the morphological operators is 3 x 3. Subsequently,
L1J[a31a32 1 JL the extracted ROI is DV coded. Therefore, the ROI is de-

where A is a scaling factor. The 8 parameters of the per- composed into its 8 BPs. Then, the m most significant BPs
spective transformation between the key view and each of the are separately encoded by a channel coder; the other BPs are

WZ views are determined by minimizing a cost function that discarded. The higher m, the higher the encoding bit rate.
is a measure of dissimilarity between the WZ view and the In our experiments, m = 1, . . ., 4. The channel coder used
warped key view. This calculation needs to be done for the is a turbo coder composed of two identical constituent con-

first frame only, as the parameters of the transformation re- volutional encoders of rate 1/2 with generator polynomials
main the same as long as the position and orientation of the (1, 33/31) in octal form [14]. As in [6-8, 11, 15], the turbo
cameras with respect to each other and to the background do coder assumes a Laplacian residual distribution between the
not change. (ROI of the) WZ P-frame and the (ROI) side information. The

We choose a robust function as the cost function in order key frames and the ROIs of the WZ I-frames are assumed to
to limit the bias introduced by outliers. In order to estimate be losslessly transmitted. Side information is generated at the
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Fig. 3. Block diagram of the central decoding unit.

since in this case no bits are spent on the coding of the back-
0.2 T r r r rground (which in our case is assumed to be unimportant, since

0.18 we focus on the ROIs).
0.16 It is shown in literature that the performance of the turbo

'O zo- <codes depends on the block size of the coded information
0.140 /< blocks [16]. From a block size of 10000 bits on, the per-

w 0.12 - ,(3~t /</ formance of the turbo codes is optimal and remains constant.
This is an important issue in our case, since the size of the

0.1 X/ ROI varies and the ROI can be smaller than the lower bound

0.08L i of 10000 pixels. For instance, for the case of Basement, the
mean block size of the ROI is 3904 and for the sequence

0.06 - -< proposed content-aware method (mean blocksize = 4939)- Courtyard, the mean block size of the ROI is 7008. To assess

1204 - G - non-content-aware method (mean blocksize = 101376) the loss in performance caused by this smaller block size, we2 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30 32 show in Figure 5 the performance of the turbo codes for the
Number of parity bit sets

proposed method and compare it to the results for the case of
Fig. 5. Turbo code performance: BER vs. number of parity larger blocks [15]. In this figure, the Bit Error Ratio (BER)
bit sets for the proposed method (mean block size = 4939) and is plotted as a function of the number of transmitted parity
the non-content-ware method (mean block size = 101376). bit sets K. The total rate R corresponding to this number of

parity bit sets is a function of the puncturing period of the
central decoding unit as described in Section 2.2. The GOP turbo code TpUnc [14], the number of coded information bits
size is chosen to be 5. For the disparity and motion estima- N, and the frame rate r: R = rKN/Tpun1c. We observe that
tion, the block size is 16 x 16 and the search ranges [-Sl, Si] the mean loss in BER is approximately 0.02. This loss is very
and [-S2, S2] are set to [-8, 8]. We encoded 2 stereo test well compensated for by the large gain in rate-distortion due
sequences: one synthetic sequence Basement and one natural to content-awareness, as shown in Figure 4.
stereo sequence Courtyard. The sequences have a CIF reso- Figure 6 shows for the 2 test sequences 3 images that al-
lution (352 x 288 pixels/frame) and are coded at 30 frames/s. low us to evaluate the quality of the background as gener-
For the encoding, only the luminance component is taken into ated through the perspective transformation described in Sec-
account. tion 2.2.2. The left image is the generated background, the

Figure 4 shows for the 2 test sequences the average PSNR middle image is the ground truth background, and the right
of the ROIs over the bit rate for the WZ P-frames. For com- image is a decoded frame composed of a WZ decoded ROI
parison, the rate-distortion of the WZ P-frames when coded and the generated background. The ROI is delineated with a
with the non-content-aware method described in [11] is also red line. We observe that the PSNR quality of the generated
shown. As could be expected, we observe that for the 2 backgrounds is quite low (between 20 and 23 dB). However,
sequences a much better rate-distortion performance for the the visual quality is, apart from some smoothness artifacts,
ROIs is achieved with the proposed content-aware method, quite good. These low PSNR values can be attributed to two
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Fig. 4. Average PSNR for the ROIs of the WZ P-frames vs. bit rate of the WZ P-frames for our proposed content-aware
method. The results are shown for the synthetic stereo sequence (a) Basement and for the natural stereo sequence (b) Courtyard.
Compared is the rate-distortion of the WZ P-frames when decoded with the similar, but non-content-aware method described
in [11].
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